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Much has been said of efficiency in arbitration, inc!uding the need to appnopriately balance tirne and cost efficiency with
process ensuring a fair and just result. The COVID-tP pandemie has ushened in the adoption of new technologies in
arbitnation, along witl'l new protocols and grractices, that rnerit re-examination of efficiency in arbitration.

a

This article addresses what it takes to be an efficient arbitrator in the post-pandemic era.
Saying Farewell to MuscuEac" Arbitnatinn
ln the 2010's, the phrase "muscular arbitnation" was in vogue. Murscular arbitration reflected the thinking that the parties
agneed to arbitration to lrave a rnore economical process than litigation, and arbitnators rnust therefore be disciplined
managers of the process to achieve that nesult. Muscuiar arbitration called upon arbitrators to actively rnanage the case so
that costs wene Nimited and the pnoceeding was connpleted quickly.
Tlre concept of rnuscu iar arbitration serves a good cause, and many of the practices associated with it are routineiy appiied
today. However, muscular arbitration connotes a brute force approach that is not always desired by parties and doesn't
necessarily reflect their original or eurrent intentions. Tl'le fact is that not eveny arbitration agreement is made with quick,
cheap decision-making as the principal goal.
is often sought, parties may agree to arbitration for many otlrer reasons, including preferences for having
expertdecision-making,avoidingunpredictablejurryoutcomes,providing increasedprivacyandconfidentiality,fosteringa
cooperative process or simply designing a process tlrat wonks best fon tl-le parties' needs. ln the international arena, arbitration
is often the preferned choice because it allows for fain decision-nnakimg in a neutralforum, iimits the influence of local bias and
corrurption, and provides for international enforcement of awards.

While efficiency

Accordingly, while strong case management skills, decisiveness and efficiency stitl top the list of desired characteristics of an
arbitrator, and for good reason, thene has been a growing appreciation that more is needed, particularly a more flexible and

intelligent appnoach to arbitnation.

..\

:t
An arbitrator who issues the sarne detailed fonrn Frocedural Order in every arbitration may be a muscular arbitrator
mecessarily serving the parties' needs. Likewise, an arbitnator who always restnicts discoveny, even when it is reasonau .red
for and desired bycounsel, is not servingthe parties.
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Accordingly, while the goal for effrciency remaifts, good arbitratons take a mclre nuamced appncaclr.

A BetterApproach toTime and Cost Savings
AlI too often arbitrators neview a case file and decide how a case shourlcl proceed before meeting tlre parties and learning what
they hope to achieve fnom the proeess. A better aBproach to arbitratiorl requires listening to the panties before acting.
Even more, to truly be efficient, an arbitrator should not presunne economy is the parties' prineipal goal. A good arbitrator will
consider why the parties chose arbitration and assess wtrat they want from it now that tl'ley lrave it.

The best sot.!rce for what the parties'desire rnay not be reflected in the arbitration agreennent wnitten yeans earlier by a
transactional team focused on a business deal but, rather, the counsel ttre parties have necently engaged to handle the dispute.
Of course, the terrns of the arbitration agreement will always govern but a good arbitrator will honor the concept of party
autonomy and respect counsel for the parties by looking to them to propose what would work best for their clients. The
flexible nature of arbitration allows counsel to reach agreement on the p!"ocess.
One of the greatest hesitations trial court litigators have with respect to arbitration is that there are few rules to guide thern.
For some, there is a certain comfort zone in knowing the federal or state rules of civil pnocedure apply in every court case.
Arbitration offers many more choices. And the key role of a good arbitrator is not to impose rules on counsel, nor leave them to
guess what process lies ahead, but, instead, to collaborate with counsel in setting a process that works best for them. A good
arbitrator needs to know when to step in - and when to step back. The goal, at the start of the case, is working with counsel
and putting into a place with thern a procedural order that efficiently addnesses the issues at hand but does so putting priority
on the parties' expressed preferences.
ln sum, a good arbitrator does not impose one way to do things. A good arbitrator is collaborative with counsel in serving the
parties - and is decisive when counsel fail to agree.

The Fandemic's Sea Change
Tl're Covid-19 pandemic has shaken the world, including the world of dispute resolution. At the start of the pandemic, trial
court proceedings came to abrupt halt. The expectation was that delays would be short Iived. At the time of this writing, in late
2021,,Covid-19 is still with us, and it appears it will be in some fornn or another for a long time ahead. Much of the world is still
struggling with the pandemic, and the threat of new variants requires ongoing attention by al!.

Although US and !nternational arbitration slowed at the start of the pandemic, it thrived once new techniques were adopted.
Most notably, new videoconference technologies proved to provide many benefits. Videoconferencing of hearings saves
considerable time and travel cost. It has aliowed parties, counsel, witnesses and arbitrators to participate from the safety and
cornfort of their remote offices without the need to travel for a day or weeks at a time. Concerns over how best to handle
exhibits and avoid witness coaching when testifying remotely have proven to be minor issues in the large majority of business
CASCS.

While many counsel sti!l prefer in-person argument and examination - and who doesn't enjoy getting together with oun fellow
hurnan beings for civilized discourse - there is no doubt that videoconferencing will be an ongoing feature of many
arbitrations. And not jr-lst for hearings; many have found that it is productive for counsel and arbitrators to see and not just
hear each other in preliminary proceedings. No doubt as the pandemic phases out, we will see more hybrid proceedings where
some participants attend together and others attend remotely. Leading arbitration providers in the US and internationally
have developed guides and protocols to ensure remote hearings work seamlessly.
Zoom is here to stay. But whether it is to be used or not should not be a choice made at the whim of an arbitrator; it is a choice
for the parties. ln many cases, corporate counsel are now insisting on remote hearings. That is not to say in-person hearings
will go away. There will be many instances whene the the parties prefer an in-person heaning or where the hearing length,
number of attendees, time-zones, security or other complexities may dictate an in-person hearing. tsut the idea that counsel
and arbitrators will be getting an all-expense paid trip for every new arbitration is now history. Cld (and young) arbitrators
who refuse to adapt will eventually be phased out of the process.
The pandemic has brought more than videoconferencing technology to arbitration. A variety of new document mani
technologies have come into focus, including cloud solutions for signing documents and managing Frearing exhibits. Sttn
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step arbitnation providers are implernenting full online dispute reso!ution (ODR) systems that will eventually allow complete
lrandling of major arbitrations online.

A Look at the Post-Fandemic Arbitrator
Given the decade long shift to a more nuanced approach to efficiency and the abrupt shift in the use of new technologies and
practices as a result of the pandemic, what should we expect from the efficient arbitrator in the post-pandemic arbitrator? The
following are some key expectatior, s:

1-.

Getting to Know Youn Arbitnaton

Prior to the pandemic, most arbitrators were selected by refernal or fnom a provider's list. Parties rarely took the opportunity
to interview arbitrators except in very large cases. The rise of videoconference technology is changing that approach.
lncreasingly, parties and tlreir cournsetr are interviewing potential arbitrators. While ethical rules preclLrde any specific
discussion of the merits, a good anbitrator wili not hesitate to agree an interyiew and respond to questions on training,
experience, practice style and availabitrity.

lnterviews benefit both the parties and tl're anbitrator. For parties, an interview can help ensure the parties that they are
selecting an arbitrator whs is best suited for tlre case. For the arbitrator, an lnterview allows the arbitrator to present more
than a dry resume. ln addition to focusing on credentials, the parties reeeive insight into the arbitrator's style and personality.
Early contact allows everyone involved to begin processing how best to proceed with the case.
As well, as technology solutions take hold in the field, we can expect that parties will increasingly want direct contact with
arbitrators on cornpensation arrangements as well, so that they may receive estimates or discuss fixed fee arrangements.
Tl'lese discussions can take place with the assistance of providers or by means of online solutions. The outcome for both sides
will be fee arrangements that are more certain and appropriate for the case.

2. Going Green

* Farewell Needless Travel

The rise of videoconferenclng ends the need to travel for many hearings. As noted, there will be many circumstances where inperson hearings are appropriate. Eut the dynamic has now changed. Corporate counsel will be looking for efficiency from their
outside counsel and arbitrators, and iinriting tnavel is a reasonable way to find it.
For rnost cases, the presumption will be that the hearings will be conducted remotely. The technology is proven and case law is
trending heavily in rejecting due process objections and upholding the power of arbitrators to require videoconference
hearings, Although, a good arbitrator would neven impose a videoconference hearing where the parties don't want it, there
will be cases where the parties disagree and, there, a thoughtful case-specific analysis is nequired.
The greatest change will be for thr:se arbitrators who are not prepared or willing to handle rernote hearings. The arbitrator
who insists on in-person hearings and all-expense paid travel risks heing passed over. Arbitrators who lack the willingness or
technical skill setto panticipate in remote hearings will undoubtedly lose outto arbitrators who know howto manage
proceedings online and are willing to do so to meet panty denrands for efficiency.

The "Green" movement in arbitration calls for other climate and energy-saving innovations. Whether alI of these innovatlons
will be readily adopted remains to be seen. But there is no doubt cost-savings will be a priority.

3" Say

Goodbye to Paper Submissions

The long-standing practice of arbitrators receiving boxes containing thousands of printed pages of briefs, reports, witness
staternents and exhibits is dying. For years, litigation and arbitration submissions were printed and served by hand. ln rpcent
years, rnany courts irnplemented electronic filing and service mechanisms. Arbitration providers were slow to follow
t
have finaily caught up and taken mone steps forward. Arbitration providens are now rapidly moving to implement ele,
filing systems and other new technologies.

^
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But many arbitrators are not content receiving submissions by email (or other online systenns) and continue to insist that they
be provided hard copies of bniefs and exhibits. At some point in the not too far future, parties and counsel are going to say no.

for good reason - why should parties and counsel endure the burden and expense of printing and shipping hard copies to
arbitrators? Some arbitrators will answer that hard copies are easier to read and manage and they prefer hard copies so they
can make annotations. But that begs the question - technology has reacf-led the stage tlrat arbitrators have no justification to
demand hard copies. {And if they want hard copies so bad!y, it only seerns fair they should print the hard copies themselves).

Amd

With increased

tnanrsparemcy on inclividual

arbitrator pnactice and styie, parties and cnunsel will avoici arbitraterns who insist

on tnis inefficiency.

4. Pre-Heaning Proceduresforthe Psrties

- Eiscovery and Motion Fractice

Preliminary proceedings are being impacted by new rnindsets and new technologies. We can expect iess show of muscle and
more show of intellect and practicality in preliminary hearings. Good arbitrators will be focused on the parties' needs - and
engage in a dialogue with counsel rather than automatically rejecting requests for interim reliel discovery and dispositive
motion practice. The goalwill be to give focused consideration as to what is needed and appropriate, while still keeping
economy a top priority.
Most of the expense in arbitration comes fnorn counsel who want to litigate rather than arbitrate cases. lf done right, most
business arbitrations cdn be completed six months to a year after tire arbitrator is appointed. That is a significant time and
cost-saving improvement over the rnany years required to bring a court case to conclusion. lf the parties select arbitration,
they should give due consideration to efficiency, and keep these time considerations in mind. At the same time, a good
arbitrator will be nesponsive to both sides'expectations, desires and needs, and will set a schedule to suit the case.
The good arbitrator will allow information exchange or discovery that is appropriate under the circumstances. ln US
arbitration, efficiency mandates that discovery should still be limited, ideally just to narrow document nequests, and
depositions and written discovery should be discouraged. But if it makes sense to have broader discovery, particularly when
both sicles call for it, economy should not be a ground to hold back" On the other hand, in anbitration under international
arbitration rules, where, customarily, information exchange is strictly limited, US-style discovery should be allowed onlywhen
agreed to by both sides.

On a similar front, effrcient arbitrators should be open to early dispute resoiution. Parties and trial counsel in the US find
considerable benefit in summary judgment practice and most arbltration providers have revised their rules over the years to
allow early issue resolution or dispositive motion practice where it is likely to provide cost efficiencies in the case. Arbitration
offers the opportunity for rnore accessible early dispute than in court as relief can be granted on disputed facts without a jury.
Wher.e dispositive motion practice is likely to save time and cost, including assisting the parties in reaching a settlement, there
is no reason not to allow it.

Arbitrators who are stuck in their old ways have been protected by a iack of transparency in arbitration. That is changing'
Those who insist on refusing to serve party's needs wlll inevitably be exposed as data on individual arbitrator practices
becornes more readily avai!able online.

5. More Practical Hearings

- Witness and Expert Testimony

As more evidentiary hearings are conducted online, good arbitrators will encourage efficient online practices and procedunes.
The parties may choose to conduct hearings over an extended period of days or at particular hours of the day to accommodate
the schedules of party executives or the needs of participants in other time zones.
ln some cases, the parties may choose to save hearing time by submitting witness statements prior to the evidentiary hearing
and limiting the hearing to cross-examination and re-direct" This saves costs and gives both sides a clear view of the opposing
parties' evidence prior to the hearing allowing counsel to better prepare fon the presentation of their case.

There are many views on expert witness testimony. Some counsel like expert conferencing ('hot-tubbing") to highligh.
expert's views against the opponent's views. Others have a concern about lack of process and control" Either way, examining
https://svamc. org/the-efficient-a rbitrator-inthe-post-pan dem c-era/
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experts by vldeoconference can provide efficiencies, allowing experts to be rernote and availabie when needed. As well, relying
on expert reports in iieu of direct examination, or allowing for presentations by the experts, instead of a lengthy counsel-led
exarninations, may be good approaches in particular cases.
All in all, pandemic era arbitration allows for much of the fuss to be avoided. Often exhibits are provided in digital format in
advance. Some providers are introducing cloud-based systems for exhibits and other submisslons. lnstead of focusing on
authenticating exhibits and other eourt procedures at the hearing, remote arbitrations now allow arbitrators to zoom in and
focus on witness testimony, counsel argument and the nnerits of cases.
There are legitimate concerns about confidentiality and cybersecurity in al$ arbitrations, and there is no doubt that cybercrime
is on the rise. Arbitrations conducted oniline and witl'r less paper flow offer tlre potential for increased privacy and
confidentiality. As in any arbitration, privacy and confidentiality are the responsibilities of ail participants, particularly
arbitrators and counsel in ensuring that appropriate procedr.rres, including adclitional protections required by the parties, are
in place and being followed. All leading providers are working to provide online resoLrrces and services offering improved user
experience and secr:rity. arbitrators require specia[ized training. Those who lack requisite technicalskills and cybersecurity
training will be phased out over tirne in favor of those who know how to manage onrline proceedings effectively and securely.

6. Putting Settlement Opportunities imto the Process

Unlike many Asia-based models of dispute resslution, dispute resolution in the West draws a hard line between settlement
and merits resolution. Litigation and arbitration are wholly separate from mediation and discussions of settlement. That
separation remains but arbitration pnoviders lrave begun actively encouraging parties to consider whether settlement makes
sense for them. AAA-ICDR., fon exarnple, now inciudes mediation as an (optional) step in its dornestic and international rules.
There is growing demand for Arb-Med and othen hybrid procedures but even an arbitrator who solely wears an arbitrator hat,
and will hot discuss settiement communications between the parties, should provide parties the opportunities to explore
settlement. Doing so may include raising the topic of mediation at the start of a case, early resolution of issues that may assist
in settlement talks or setting scheduling to accommodate settlement discussions between the parties.

Whether the parties wish to pursue settlement is fully their decision. But online mediation has made opportunities for
settlement easier and an efficient arbitrator will act to provide ttre parties opportunities to resolve the case by means other
than arbitration if both sides wish to exptrore doing so.

7. Demands

for Revlews and

Feedbac$q

One of the major changes that ADR providers will soon confront are the requirements of parties to see and learn from the
experiences of other users. ln the past, sorne arbitratlon providers sent surveys to parties at the close of a case, using the
responses for their own purposes. lncreasing!y, parties want to see reviews of arbitration providers and arbitrators. This trend
has already started to take hold in the international arbitration sector and, as more online solutions become available, more
information on providers and individual arbitrators, including data analytical assessments of their performance, will be
available online.
This wil! be a we!come change by many arbitratons who have welcomed constructive feedback from parties throughout a case
but have been restricted by providers in requesting it at the conclusion of a case. As new online solutions become available,
arbitrators wiil benefit fronn direct feedback f rorn panties once a case is concluded, getting a better understanding of what
they did right or wrong. This feedback is bound to improve the arbitration process. lt will unrnask underperforming arbitrators

and highlight good arbitrators who work to serve the parties.

Conclusion

-

A Reasonable, Practical, Fair, Efficient and Effective Future

The pandemic has taught us to hunker down, be safe and pnactical. lt has given us new tools and new ways of thinking,
surviving and doing. ln both l..JS and international arbitration, that means increased reliance on technology and a more
practical approach to getting the job done. tsurt being a good arbitrator requires more. lt requires lraving more than
focus on cost-savings. It requires listening to the parties, understanding the parties, and providing the parties a proce
meets their needs, one that is reasonable, practical and fair.

a ,1
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While efficiency should always be a consideration, the post-pandenric arbitraton will be gr.rided more by w$rat is appropniate
and effective. Parties do not arbitrate to get an arbitration award; they arbitrate to reach a nesolution. The best resolution may
be a settlernent not a decision pn the merits.
But where an arbitrator reaches a decision on the merits, parties expect a fair and just decision. That reqLlil"es a fair process,
proper legal analysis and sound reasoning. Whether an arbitrator can meet those requinements is often best assessed from
intenviewing arbitrators at the start of the process. As well, providers and arbitratons shound welcome constructive feedback
from the parties throughout the process and should act on it.
AII in all, the pandemic has made arbitrators nrore focused and attentive to party requirements. The pandemic has ciranged
nearly everything, and it promises a more effective future.

*Gary L. Benton is a US and lnternationalArbitrator. He is the founder and Chairman of the Silicorl ValleyArbitration and
Mediation Center (SVAMC), a non-profit educational foundation based in Palo Alto, California. The views expressed are solely
those of the author. www.garybentonarbitration.com.
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Gary Benton is an internationally recognized Arbitrator and Mediator with over thirty years major law
firm and in-house experience in US and internationaI business, corporate investment, technology, l P and
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